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I n t roduct ion  to  Mathemat ica l  Stat i s t i cs .  By ROBERT V. HOGG AND ALLEN 
B. CRAIG (from a series of mathematics texts under the general editorship of C. 
B. Allendoerfer). Macmil lan, New York. 1959. x A- 245 pp., $6.75. 
As in many other fields, the book l i terature of statistics has for some time been 
dominated by a mult i tude of textbooks mostly restr icted to long established re- 
suits (even though some of them use the vocabulary of decision theory). Modern 
results in est imation and test ing theory were still so close to the research stage 
that  they were only presented at the highest degree of generality and hence of ab- 
stractness. The book of Hogg and Craig is one of the first attempts to present hese 
modern questions at a much reduced level of general ity (which however happens 
to be the level to which many more advanced books eventual ly have to step in 
order to obtain sufficiently precise theorems). Thus, this book is within reach of a 
wide community of research workers and can be warmly recommended (one may 
however safely expect hat  more books of the same kind will come out soon, so that  
this recommendation may have to be re-examined very soon). 
The book contains eleven chapters:  seven of these are mostly devoted to prob- 
abi l i ty theory;  they seem businesslike but conventional and most graduate read- 
ers will prefer to learn their  probabi l i ty in a book devoted to that  topic. The in- 
teresting chapters are V and VI, devoted mostly to est imation; VI I I ,  devoted to a 
few distr ibution-free problems, and IX, devoted to test ing of statist ical hypothe- 
ses. 
Chapter  V was part icular ly pleasing to this reviewer, who also has for some 
time emphasized the importance of "sufficiency" (in communicat ion and in phys- 
ics), but was unable to give an accessible reference on this concept. Essential ly, a
sufficient stat ist ic is a function of the sample such that ,  whatever the purpose for 
which the sample was taken, one does not lose anything by discarding the sample 
and keeping only the statistic. For example, one does not lose any " informat ion,"  
either in Shannon's ense or in other senses (see the book by S. Kul lback, " Infor -  
mat ion Theory and Stat ist ics,"  to be reviewed). Of course, such a desirable 
function does not always exist; the cases where it exists are part icular ly worth- 
while in communication i that  the calculation of such a statist ic is a "revers ib le" 
stage in the detection of a signal. I t  also turns out that  sufficiency plays a central 
role in the foundations of statist ical thermodynamics and the so-called "Koop- 
man-P i tman"  (1936) class of exponential probabi l i ty functions (which actual ly 
dates back to Darmois (1935) and even to H. Poincard (1912)) was well-known in 
physics as the "canonical or grand-canonical d ist r ibut ion"  of Gibbs (1902). I t  
was also derived from a sufficiency argument by L. Szilard (1925). This study of 
foundations of thermodynamics is one of the favorite research projects of the re- 
viewer and he hopes that  some future book of e lementary statist ics will use this 
very intuit ive i l lustrat ion of the meaning of sufficiency to straighten out matters 
even more than is done in the present book. 
Chapters V and VI also contain a study of completeness, of maximum likeli- 
hood est imation of parameters and of confidence intervals for variances and means 
of gaussian distributions. Chapter  V I I I  contains some results on distr ibution- 
free properties of order statistics and on confidence intervals for distr ibution 
quantities. Chapter IX  gives a much sketchier t reatment  of test ing of statist ical 
hypotheses: Neyman-Pearson theory of best tests, tests of composite hypotheses, 
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uniformly most powerful tests- -a  topic closely l inked to sufficiency--and likeli- 
hood ratio tests. 
I t  is obvious that  this book has not at tempted any exhaustive coverage of the 
more usual parts of statistics. 
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